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Solar Energetic Particles (SEPs) released during flares and coronal mass ejections can be detected
by spacecraft widely separated in longitude, and the mechanism by which this takes place re-
mains unclear. Studies of SEP events simultaneously detected by multiple spacecraft have mostly
focussed on electron and proton data. Here we consider multi–spacecraft events observed by the
LET instrument on STEREO A and B, and by SIS on board ACE located near Earth, and analyse
the properties of heavy ion SEPs. We study the intensity time profiles of Fe/O ratio in six SEP
events observed between December 2006 and September 2014. The results show that decreases
of Fe/O in time are common features of SEP events. Observed decreases and mean Fe/O values
vary considerably from event to event.
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1. Introduction

Solar flares and coronal mass ejections (CMEs) can accelerate charged particles to high kinetic
energies. These ions and electrons are known as solar energetic particles (SEPs). SEP events are
often divided into two classes known as gradual and impulsive events [1], based mainly on 3He/4He
and Fe/O ratio abundances. Gradual SEP events, understood to be caused by a CME–driven shock,
cause the largest proton intensity increases. Observed SEP abundances in gradual events are similar
to spectroscopic observations in the solar corona [2, 3]. Values of 3He/4He and Fe/O ratios detected
during impulsive SEP events are often increased by several orders of magnitude above the average
SEP coronal abundances [1].

The current view on the propagation of SEPs is that they travel along magnetic field lines
without much perpendicular transport [1]. In gradual events, the width of the expanding shock is
thought to be responsible for the wide extent of detected SEPs. On the other hand, SEPs observed
during impulsive events would only be detected in narrow regions with good magnetic connection.
However, this is contradicted by recent STEREO observations [4].

Observations of SEP events detected simultaneously by 2 or 3 spacecraft show that SEPs can
reach regions with poor magnetic connection to the solar source region of the event, e.g. [5, 6].
In April 2013, the STEREO B and ACE spacecraft detected an iron rich SEP event at 2 widely
separated locations [7]. Another report of heavy ion SEPs simultaneously observed by WIND and
ULYSSES was made by [8]. In some cases, SEPs are thought to fill in the entire heliosphere [9].
These studies suggest there exists an effective transport mechanism that can distribute SEPs up to
Fe to regions with poor magnetic connection. Hence, detection of SEPs by multiple spacecraft is
desirable for understanding SEP propagation in the heliosphere.

The Fe/O abundance ratio has been historically the most commonly studied heavy ion ratio.
It has been used for impulsive/gradual event classification [1, 4, 10] and SEP transport and longi-
tudinal dependence analyses [7, 8, 9, 11, 12]. The typical event–averaged Fe/O abundance ratio in
gradual SEP events is AFe/O ≡ IFe/IO = 0.134 at 5−12 MeV/nuc. [2].

Past works have shown that during an SEP event an initially high Fe/O ratio can decrease in
time to the average gradual Fe/O abundance. The time dependence of Fe/O reported by [13] was
interpreted as an effect of a rigidity–dependent mean free path. Similar behaviour in Fe/O time
profiles was reported by [14], who suggested that the features of acceleration at a CME driven
shock and particle escape from it were responsible [15]. Mason et al. [12] analysed 17 SEP events,
where temporal variation of Fe/O was observed at 276 keV/nuc. and 12 MeV/nuc. (high energies
being relevant to this study). They concluded that Fe/O decreases could be better understood as a
transport effect related to the rigidity dependence of the scattering mean free path. Tylka et al. [8]
used multiple spacecraft in the ecliptic plane (WIND) and at high heliolatitudes (ULYSSES), with
various magnetic connectivity to the parent eruptive event. They came to a similar conclusion as
[12] that the initial Fe/O enhancement was more likely to be explained by a rigidity–dependent
transport process. Another possible mechanism proposed to explain the observed initially high
values of Fe/O is a dual source for SEPs with an initial Fe–rich flare component [16], however, this
scenario is generally incompatible with those mentioned above.

Both the analytical expressions for charged particle drifts of SEPs [17] and full–orbit simula-
tions of SEPs in the Parker spiral [18] suggest that SEP drifts are an important mechanism in the
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perpendicular transport, and can effectively distribute SEPs across the interplanetary magnetic field.
The main contributors to the drifts are the gradient B drift and the curvature drift. The drifts depend
on m/q and kinetic energy, potentially fulfilling the requirement of rigidity–dependent mechanism.
Simulations by Dalla et al. [19] show that drift processes can indeed produce time profiles of Fe/O
decreasing in time.

In this analysis, we focus on the time evolution of Fe/O as measured in six events between
2006 and 2014. Observed Fe/O abundances show initially increased values at the beginning of SEP
events decaying with time. Moreover, we find that heavy ions up to Fe can be detected at spacecraft
widely separated in longitude similarly to protons and electrons [5, 6]. We aim to describe Fe/O
decreases and Fe/O mean values in these events and discuss how this could be a signature of a
transport effect.

2. Data and instrumentation

The datasets used in the analysis comprise heavy ion SEP intensity data measured by the
Solar Isotope Spectrometer (SIS) [20] onboard the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE), and the
Low Energy Telescope (LET) [21] onboard the Solar TErrestrial RElations Observatory (STEREO)
Ahead and Behind. Level 2 SEP data are maintained and released by the instrument teams and they
are publicly available. The kinetic energy of SEPs is measured by stacked silicon detectors using
the energy loss technique. SEP data are organised into differential energy channels in the energy
range ≈ 4−60 MeV/nuc.

We analyse six large solar eruptive events, each caused by a single parent eruptive event tak-
ing place between December 2006 and September 2014. Except for event #1, at the time of the
SEP events the ACE and STEREO spacecraft were at large longitudinal separation from each
other (e.g. see Figure 1 for event #6). In these events the measured intensities of Fe and O ex-
ceeded 10−3 (cm2 ssrMeV/nuc)−1 at 10−12 MeV/nuc. in STEREO/LET data. The threshold for
ACE/SIS was 10−4 (cm2 ssrMeV/nuc)−1 due to its higher detector collection area. We also require
good counting statistics, where only > 2 particles/timebin are included in the analysis. Details of
the selected SEP events are listed in Table 1. The event–averaged mean Fe/O value is calculated as
the mean of the ratio over the event duration.

3. Results

Plots of O and Fe intensity (left) and Fe/O ratio (right) versus time at the best magnet-
ically connected spacecraft are shown in Figure 2. Energy channels used in the analysis are
4.0−4.5 MeV/nuc. and 10−15 MeV/nuc. for STEREO/LET and ACE/SIS, respectively.

For all events, the ratio plots show decreases of Fe/O over time present in the data. Initially en-
hanced Fe/O abundance ratios decrease to values similar to the average Fe/O abundance for gradual
events of 0.134. The decreases take 1 to 2 days after the SEP event onset and vary between ≈0.5
and 1.5 orders of magnitude. Events #1 and #5 have mean Fe/O several times above the standard
gradual SEP average value, while the other events’ mean Fe/O are close to or below 0.134. The
observed initial enhancements may be responsible for the calculated high mean Fe/O values.
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Figure 1: Position of ACE, STEREO A and B in the ecliptic plane at the onset of event #6. The arrow marks
the radial directionality of the flare.

Table 1: Details of selected SEP events.

# Year Duration (day) Flare peak† Flare class† Location† Mag. connection CME speed‡ [km/s]

1 2006 347–349 Dec 13/0240 X3.4 S05W23 -27◦; ACE 1774
2 2011 216–219 Aug 04/0412 M9.3 N15W49 -10◦; ACE 1610
3 2012 244–248 Aug 31/2043 C8[ S16E42 -5◦; STB 1442
4 2013 64–67 Mar 05/0316 NI] NI] NI]; STA 1316
5 2013 101–104 Apr 11/0716 M6.5 N07E13 56◦; STB 861
6 2014 56–59 Feb 25/0049 X4.9 S12E77 32◦; STB 2147

† from SolarMonitor.org [22]; ‡ CDAW catalogue [23]; [ filament eruption; ] NI = not identified, backside flare

STB = STEREO B; STA = STEREO A

Figure 3 shows Fe and O intensities (left) and Fe/O ratio (right) at STEREO B, ACE, and
STEREO A (top to bottom) during the initial part of event #6. The SEP event related to a large
eruptive event (flare class X4.9 [22], CME speed 2147 km/s [23]) caused both Fe and O ions to
be detected at all three spacecraft widely separated in longitude. The longitudinal separation ∆φ

(= φ f lare − φ f oot point) between the parent active region and magnetic footpoints of STEREO B,
ACE and STEREO A are 32 ◦, -131 ◦ and 70 ◦, respectively. STEREO B is the best magnetically
connected spacecraft to the X4.9 flare, followed by STEREO A and ACE. The measured peak
intensities of Fe and O follow this pattern.

In contrast with the large event–to–event variation of mean Fe/O in the events #1–#5 that can
be seen in Figure 2, the mean Fe/O at the three spacecraft during event #6 are similar to each other.
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Figure 2: Fe (magenta) and O (cyan) intensity plots (left) and their ratio (right) time profiles during SEP
events #1 to #5 at the best magnetically connected spacecraft. Purple vertical line indicates peak time of
flare. Black horizontal line in the ratio plot shows mean Fe/O value.
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Time profiles of Fe/O of event #6 also show less variation between the maxima and minima than
in the events of Figure 2.

Figure 3: Fe (magenta) and O (cyan) intensity plots (left) and their ratio (right) time profiles during SEP
event #6 at STEREO B, ACE and STEREO A.

4. Conclusions

We analysed Fe and O intensities and their ratios at multiple spacecraft during six SEP events.
All SEP events show Fe/O decreasing in time after the event onset with high statistical confidence.
The data show that a decrease of Fe/O ratio in time is a common feature of large SEP events rather
than a phenomenon that may or may not be present. Our work represents the first study of this
behaviour over a number of events at multiple spacecraft as opposed to case studies of one or 2
events.

Future work will focus on characterising the features of the Fe/O decay to verify if this allows
identification of the mechanism responsible for the observed time dependence.
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